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Appendix I
Self-organized flow chart
to create and improve goods, products, services, or markets using
a multi-screen wisdom desk
(combining the QFD, DTCN/DTC, TRIZ and Taguchi Methods)

Abstract
The relationship and how to combine QFD, VE/VA, and TRIZ methods, and a technique to combine
them, have not been presented.
This paper reveals the new, self-organized flow-chart to combine QFD, TRIZ and Taguchi using
DTCN/DTC Methodology developed by Dr. Esaki.
Using this flow chart, the full and extensive use of QFD method to create products, services, and
markets for customers’ satisfaction will be realized very practically.
The multi-screen wisdom desk and network system are the platforms for these methodologies and flow
chart.
A full explanation of the DTCN/DTC Methodology appears at URL: http://ims-web,asahi-u.ac.jp/ims09
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1.

The interface WEB design lets customers feel their need when it is shown before their eyes or they
look at the WEB design : Figure 1 (Patent pending).
Fig.1 show the WEB design concept which consists of the five frames shown in Fig.1.
This WEB design concept is an effective design to create the customer's needs on an internet WEB site,

television screen, news paper column, or seal or “wappen” design attached to good or services.
Following are the explanations of each frame.
Frame ①: This frame is the interface to create
A.

This interface window lets customers feel their need or create their need by himself or by
themselves when it was shown before their eyes or they look at this.
This is the little different entrance window from which customers reaches what he or she wants,
using the menu by “knowing the goods name" which he or she already have need for it before he look
at the window.
However, this window is also effective after he or she entering to the window using the menu by
“knowing the good name” which he already have need for it before he look at the window.

B. The purpose of showing pictures of two similar products in the same frame is to let the customer
have the information of difference by comparison before buying the product, according to the decision
mechanism by information of difference. ( See chapter 1.2)
This comparison style will not let customers compare the two plans of "Buy" or "Not Buy" the
products shown.
Frame ②: This frame consists of four key words.
(1) The key word of upper purpose which means “in order to . . . . ”
(2) The key word of what customers can do. This key word expression level is the basic

function

level which shows the product’s effectiveness to the customer.
(3) Key word to show "In what Scene" or "In What Process or Procedure".
(4) Key word to differentiate the products from other supplier’s products, letting the customer decide
to buy the products shown.
Frame ③: This shows the structure, and material of these products, and a brief procedure for using
them.
Frame ④: When the customer clicks this frame, the following contents appear.
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A. The supplier’s policy for these products.
B. The presentation of customer's comments, suggestions, and action taken for claims from customers.
Frame ⑤: This frame shows the procedures and conditions for buying the products..

2.

A self-organized chart to create and improve goods, products, and services (QR/WECQDR flow chart):
Figure 2.
QR: Quick Response, W: What, E: Easy to look at, to decide, to buy, C: Cost and Price, Q: Quality, D:

Delivery, R: Risk, Recycle
The purpose of this flow chart is used to organize and maintain the effective function of the WEB
interface between supplier and customer shown in Fig.1.
The purpose-Measure Diagram of this flow chart is shown in Fig.3 using the style of a purpose
measure diagram ( See chapter 2.1 of this book).
Each block in Fig.2 is part of the flow of DTCN/DTC (Design To Customer's Needs/Design To Cost)
activity, to create and maintain an effective manufacturing process, to proceed with effective sales
activities and to get feed back from customers.

This flow chart shows where PMD, KJ, QFD, TAGUCHI and DTCN/DTC methodology can be
used effectively in this flow chart.
With this flow and feed back flow as the baseline, we can keep, deploy and develop the
self-organized system to create and improve goods, products, and services for the customers.

3. DTCN/DTC Trade Work Sheet Figure 4.
Using this DTCN/DTC work sheet, we create and choose the products or services to be shown in the
WEB interface of Fig.1. The evaluation work using this DTCN/DTC trade worksheet includes the
evaluation item from standpoint of Robustness and Taguchi method. (See also block No. 9a and 9B in
figure 2)

4.

The desk space for changing knowledge to wisdom (Pat. Pending): Figure 5.
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Fig.5 show the continued multi-screen desk (Continued multi-screen means that it can be used as one
continued screen or independent screen in which one mouse pointer moves around in all screens). Using
this desk we can effectively implement the work for sections 1〜3 above and the project management.
Multiple computer screens are hung from the desk’s shelf, so that the entire desk space can be used
(because there are no legs of computer screens on the desk: Patent pending).
The multi-screen computer contains the PMD software for creating value in visible form, the Step List
software for creating faultless phased procedures, and the FBS (Function Breakdown Structure) software
for creating effective objective result structures. By combining these programs with conventional market
software , we can effectively utilize the method for changing knowledge to wisdom, DTCN/DTC and the
Advanced project management activities.(As of 2001August)

5.

The combination with TRIZ and TAGUCHI
The combination use of QFD, DTCN/DTC and TRIZ can be conducted as follows.

(1) Using the PMD Method of the DTCN/DTC Methodology, visualize the function level expression in
which two or three functions with minimum adjective and adverb conflicting each other, to satisfy the
upper level function expressions adjective and adverb which are extracted by QFD method.
(2) TRIZ method is used to optimize or integrate this conflicting functions.
(3) Then, we create 2 or 3 comparable draft plan by using TRIZ and/or FBS technique with idea matrix
column in the trade study work sheet of DTCN/DTC in block No. 8 of Fig.2 to integrate and optimize
the answer from TRIZ to satisfy the upper level expression functions in PMD above (1) which are
extracted by QFD Method. After this, get the robustness using TAGUCH method, if necessary.
(Note) The VE/VA basic instruction rule says that a function expression using Verb +Noun should not
have adjectives or adverbs. This rule is very effective to review and improve the Function/Cost of
existing things (products or service) or plan drawings we already have.
QFD and DTCN/DTC require a minimum of adjectives and adverbs in the expression of the
function.

6.

Summary
In this paper, we showed how to use QR/WECQDR procedure flow charts for PMD,KJ,QFD,
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DTCN/DTC, TRIZ and TAGUCH to create the self-organized improving and creating market. Combining
QR/WECQDR procedure with TQC will create the more things than conventional TQC alone.
Ref.
[1] :Esaki. M. Advanced Project Management Methodology (DTCN/DTC Method) with the Method for
changing Knowledge to Wisdom, International project management conference, Tokyo 2001.
The full contents of this methodology appear at URL: http://ims-web.asahi-u.ac.jp/ims09/
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The Interface WEB design model: (Patent Pending.)
Letting the customer feel his or her own need when looking at the Web or when WEB is shown before customers’ eyes.
( Also including ways to let customers become aware new uses for the product or to create new effective value with it)
This WEB design model can be applied to create the scene where the customer start to feel his needs ,e.g. in news paper, internet,
exibit, tag of goods etc. This creates the effective and efficient interface among the customers, shop salesmen, merchants and
merchant designers.
Therefore all activities of product planning,quality plannning, and service planning must start with this web design.

① ★ Inspector Gadget-Style Overcoat

carrying various accessaries in its pocket
Click here for video
Let the customer get into the
scene in which he thinks
about which product is the
best to choose.

③
What (How structured)

Whereas in the conventional WEB
design, custmer must locate a page
using MENUEs, which means that
he has to decide what he want and
its name, before lookig at MENUEs.

What kind, size, class,size,
* Where, process, condition
*Under 0 degree of centigarde
*Warm pack inside.
*Walkman (R) inside.
*Telephone inside.
*Washable in water.

However these two styles of WEB
design must co-exist and create
effective scenes so that the customer can feel his want.

*What kind of material.
*How structured and organized.
*How tailored.

Sales price ￥3,500
④
Sale price ￥3,600
( Market price ￥5,500) ( Market price ￥6,000） 1.The policy of supply side
Please click picture for product details
②
１．In order to ・ ・・
２．What you can do with it
３．In which scene, you can use it
You can enlarge the
picture size, if you click
here. It is also possible
able to print it.

sevice

(Effectiveness) ・FAQ before buying Click here

4．What differences exist comparing with other
Product or service

(Difference)

This frame creates credibility
from custmers’ side. For example,
positive dispositions are shown
for customers’wisdom, proposals
and claims.

2.
mation for customers’ wisdom,
proposals, and claims.

⑤
（Purpose) ・How to get this product or

(Scene, Process)

The distinctive feature of this
WEB design is the allocated
position and sequence of information letting the customer
feel his need by looking at
the WEB design.

This is an effective measure
to help the customer believe the
saller, manufacturerer, and
product itself.

・10 days Money Back Guaran tee
i.e., you can sen d the product
back to the saller withou t
payment, if you are not
satisfied with th e product or
service.

This thinking and process
mechanism automaticaly raises
the product or service to the
world class, No.1 level.

Identify this interface web design as the starting point of any interactions among the customers and
the supply side, i.e.,sallers and manufacturers of product or service people.
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Figure 2: A self-organized chart to create and improve goods, products, and services (QR/WECQDR flow chart)
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Figure3: PMD (Purpose-Measure Diagram) of Figure 2 Flow chart
１

Show Fig.1 WEB interface with customer, as in block No.15 of Fig.2.

２

Implement DTCN/DTC TRADE S TUDY to create the salable good of
block No.15, as in block No.8 of Fig.2.

３

Using the QFD M ethod, implement quality planning before
DTCN/DTC trade study, as in block No.5.

In order to

How to
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４

Using the PMD M ethod, make the value structure of goods into the
visible form of aPM D structure, as in blok No.4

５

Using QFD M ethod, raise up want, need and seed into an obvious
level, as in block No.3.

６

Gather the information for QFD work, as in blocks No.1 and 2.

9

Figure 4: DTCN/DTC Trade Work Sheet Using this DTCN/DTC work sheet, we create and choose the product or service to be shown
in the WEB interface of Fig.1
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Figure 5:

The desk space for changing knowledge to wisdom (Patent Pending)This desk is available for purchase through the Gifu

Computer Service Co. (Tel: +81-583-71-2977, Mr. Sasaki or +81-3-5634-6728, Mr. Matsuda).
Multi-screen desk for changing information and knowledge to wisdom

Memos can be pu t
on the side board

There is the wire netting. By using this wire
netting, the user of this desk can hang the many
material easy to find them .

Invented Asahi University,, Softpia,
Gifu Computer Co. and Uchida
Yoko Co. team
© Aug. 30 2000 by Michihiko
Esaki ,Patent pending. There are steel
and wood types available.

Dual sliding book shelves

Inverter fluorescent light easy
for aged user

Multi-screens consist 4 or 8
screens. The Customer can look
at the continuous and large
screen in the horizontal and /or
vertical directions.
This means that customer can
easily look at many internet
WEB site screens
without
overlap.

Vertical camera for looking the
material on the desk
Hanging multi-shelf for A-4 sized
documents

The user of this desk can
utilize the entire desk area,
because the all screens are
suspended from the upper
self.

Small television camera on screen for
meeting. The eyes direction meets
thru. Television telephone system

There is space for two A-4 size
file shelvs with thin shelf
boards.
This shelves with runners can
be easily drawn out from under
the main desk surface.

Standard height is 68 cm

Option for style with
wheels or no-wheels
Computer with wheels

Standard width is 180 cm. Option size is available
This computer contains with
the software for changing
knowledge to wisdom
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Fig.6 PMD: Purpose Measure Diagram for QFD,TRIZ, Taguchi, DTCN/DTC
Subject: The procedure combining QFD,TRIZ,DTCN/DTC
Methodology
Realize the want

Realize the Want

In order to

Realize the verb and noun expression with adective and adveb extracted
by QFD method

How to

Have the result to satisfy the
customers' need

Have the result
Use TAGUCHI method if
necessary

Get robustness using Taguchi method, if necessary

Evaluate and select the idea using DTCN/DTC trade work sheet with the item of
robustness evaluation
Establish the comparable ideas before evaluation and
selecti In DTCN/DTC trade work sheet

Ues14
Principle
Principle
(Solve
（矛盾の解決）
confliction)

16 Prediction
Use
Prediction
(Think
trend)
（技術トレンド）

18 Efｆect
Use effect
（因果関係）
(Use Cause
and effect)

Realize required Needs rasped by
QFD

Use DTCN/DTC Trade sheet
considering robustness

Esatablish the comparable ideas

20 TRIZを使わず
Create
ideas using
に、アイデア創出を
other
method of
TRIZ する

Use TRIZ and other creation
method e.g. FBS tecnique
with NM method , if
necessary

Have
the
22 矛盾の
confliction
悩みを持つ

Categorize
24 DTCNとTRIZの方法により、名詞と形容詞のついた機能（Verb+Noun)表現を3the ideas into3-5 improvement category using DTCN and TRIZ
method
5ｲﾝﾌﾟﾙｰﾌﾞﾒﾝﾄの改善・創出カテゴリー区分イに分ける
Grasp the expression of function (Verb+ Noun) expression
26 QFDで形容詞、副詞つきの機能表現表現を把握する
using QFD method
Have the procedure combining QFD, TRIZ,Taguch and
28 QFD、TRIZ,DTCN/DTC手法を結合sる手順をもつ
DTCN/DTC methodology
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Categorize the
possible creation or
i
t
Use QFD

Have the combined procedure

